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Live Prey vs. Prekill
Lenny Flank
There is a very common misperception among people, even among many snake hobbyists, that snakes must
have live prey. This is not usually true. In the wild, snakes, like most other carnivores, will usually take any
opportunity to get a free and easy meal, and will not pass up a freshly killed prey animal if they happen upon
it. In fact, snakes have been known to eat a fair amount of carrion which has been dead for some time, and
the stomach contents of wild snakes often contain prey that must have been in an advanced state of
decomposition when it was eaten. Thus, although your snake may prefer to eat live prey, which it kills itself
through constriction, this is not at all necessary for the health of the snake. In fact, it is best not to feed your
captive snakes live prey at all.
Some snakes, such as Garter Snakes, Water Snakes and Green Snakes, eat prey animals such as fish,
earthworms, insects or frogs, which are defenseless and cannot cause any damage to the snake. In these
cases, the snakes do not even bother to kill their prey before they eat it; they simply seize it in the jaws and
proceed to swallow it alive. Rodent-eaters, however, are dealing with prey that is potentially lethal, and they
must kill their food before they can swallow it.
Most snakes which are kept as pets are constrictors. In this method of killing prey, the snake will seize the
animal in its jaws and very quickly wrap its body into a series of coils which envelop the prey, squeezing it
with powerful muscles. Contrary to what many people believe, a constricting snake does not crush its prey to
death; rather, the snake will tighten its coils every time the prey animal exhales, which squeezes the prey's
chest tighter and tighter until it can no longer inhale and smothers. Once the prey animal is dead, the snake
will use its tongue to examine it until it finds the head, and will then proceed to swallow the prey nose-first.
There are several reasons why it is best for the snake hobbyist to feed pre-killed prey exclusively, but the
most important is for the safety of the snake. Mice and other rodents are fast, smart and have lethal teeth.
Snakes, on the other hand, are slow, stupid and can only kill by constriction. If, for whatever reason, the
snake decides that it does not want to eat a live food animal, the prey animal is very capable of turning on the
snake and killing it. Even if the snake is willing to feed, it will very occasionally make slight mistakes in its
attack--it may grab the rodent by the wrong end, or it may miss in its initial strike, and even a slight opening is
enough for the mouse to counter-attack. Live mice will fight for their lives when they are seized, and will bite,
kick and scratch for as long as they can. Every experienced snake keeper can tell stories of snakes who have
been severely bitten and injured by live food animals, and most snake collectors have at least one snake who
has the scars to prove it.
In most cases, feeding pre-killed food to a snake is a simple matter of dropping a dead mouse or other rodent
into the cage and waiting until nature takes its course. If you are using frozen mice, be certain that the mouse
is thawed thoroughly all the way through; if the center of the mouse is still frozen when the snake swallows it,
it can produce severe intestinal distress that might even kill the snake. One good way to thaw a frozen mouse
is to pop it in the microwave for a minute or two on low power (don't tell your housemates you are doing this).
Another good method is to place the frozen mouse in a ziplock plastic bag, and then place this in a pan of hot
water for about fifteen minutes. Most snakes will prefer to eat in the dark, just after nightfall, and many snakes
will drag their prey into their hide box before swallowing it. Some individuals will prefer to leave their prey sit
for a few hours before they will eat it. A few snakes may prefer to constrict the dead prey first (apparently to
make sure it is dead), but most will simply grab it in the jaws and start swallowing.
Some snakes, however, may prefer their prey to be moving before they will take it, and this can be
accomplished with a pair of long-handled tongs or forceps (never touch a dead mouse with your bare skin
when you are feeding a snake; the snake may mistake your hand for a food item and bite you). Using the
tongs, hold the mouse by the tail and dangle it gently a few inches from the snake's face. After a few
exploratory tongue-flicks, your snake will seize the food and go through the motions of constricting it. If your
snake seems reluctant to feed, lightly touching the food item to the snake's nose may be enough to trigger the

feeding response. If your snake repeatedly strikes at the mouse and then quickly withdraws, it means he is
not hungry. Try again in a day or so. (Please note that most snakes will stop eating for a period of several
weeks before they shed their skin.)
In very rare instances, you may obtain a snake which refuses to eat pre-killed food. This is unusual with
specimens which are captive-bred, since most breeders prefer to feed pre-killed food to their snakes. It is
more likely that a snake which refuses pre-killed food is wild-caught. In any case, in nearly every instance the
snake can be trained to eventually accept dead food animals. One way to do this is to feed a live animal and,
immediately afterwards, while the snake is still in an eating mood, place a pre-killed prey animal near its jaws
until it seizes it and begins swallowing. Next, use the "jiggling on a forceps" method to make the snake think
the prey is live. Eventually, the snake will come to accept pre-killed prey without any problem.
An unfortunate lesson from my own snake experiences may help to drive home and emphasize the point
about feeding live prey animals. When I first began keeping snakes, I had a beautiful young five-foot
Reticulated Python who, unlike most members of her species, was calm and tractable and easy to handle.
One day, I opened her cage and plopped a nice fat live hamster inside to feed her, as I had done routinely at
least several dozen times before. The Python promptly seized the hamster by the side of its body, but failed
to get a good grip and hesitated for barely a moment. Whereupon, in an instant, the hamster, with its last bit
of energy before it went into shock, turned and bit the snake squarely in the skull. Within seconds, both were
dead. Ever since, all of my snakes get pre-killed prey exclusively.
Please learn from my mistake, and do not ever feed your snakes live prey animals.
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